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The package 
I found in MoMA is about a solar 

lamp. The reason why it was interesting 
for me is that the idea of restoring sun light 

power and using it during the night. However, 
without the illustration in front of package, it’s hard 

for customers to understand the principle behind. On the 
other hand, the design of illustration also tells people that it’s 

more like a toy or gift instead of a puzzling scientific machine. 
Therefore, I think this is a good example that the package design 
help both selling and reflecting the product. 

Like most package, this package is a cube. The top cover print-
ed two names, “solar power lamp” which I think is the name for 
this kind of products, and “sun jar” which I think is the logo for the 
brand. On its front side, it shows an artificial picture of the product, 
a lighting jar, very cool to attract people’s attention. Even though we 
know the front picture is not real, we probably want to know more 
about the product. On the left side, it has a look like hand sketched 
illustration explaining the working system of the product. And on 
the back and right side, it provides real look photos to tell people 
how it works in real like, and under the photos are some descrip-
tions. I think the pictures provided combine with hand drew manual 
are good enough to give customers a comprehensive understand-
ing of the product. However, it’s not good enough to make it appeal 
target markets, the design make it perfect. 
 The product mainly uses warm yellow or brown colors on its 
package, including the cardboard, so it feels more relate to sun-
light. The typeface should be a san serif font, but I can’t recognize, 
because the typeface is look like hand written. I think the designer 
intent to make this kind of effect, so customer will associate to the 
hand drew manual, and feels more amiable and natural. Also, in or-
der to emphasize this effect, they made some white parts a little bit 
dirty. Overall, the designer wants to make it look like an interesting 
art work or gift instead of a boring jar.
 There are some techniques used for this package. For exam-

ple, die cut and folds in order to make the cube 
shape. It also uses a cardboard as its materi-
al, which is very different than white paper. I 
think the picture and photos parts on the sur-
face used spot UV, because those parts are 
glossy, unlike the cardboard surface which 
is rough. 


